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integral formulation. We then discuss the problems o f QCD theory at high and at low  
temperatures. At high temperature the naive perturbation expansion breaks down and is cured by 
resummatlon. We illustrate this improved perturbation expansion with the #2p4 theory and then 
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1. Introduction
Thermal field theory has grown into a vast subject. There has been a number of theoretical 
developments, like the resummation at high temperature, chiral perturbation theory at low 
temperature, non-equilibrium formalism, e tc . It has also been applied to topics ranging from 
cosmology to heavy ion collisions in the laboratory. For most of the applications, however, 
it is difficult to formulate the problem in a way which is realistic and at the same time 
amenable to an easy theoretical study.
In this review we shall not deal with any of the applications in particular; instead, we 
shall discuss some of the theoretical developments in the QCD theory at high and at low 
temperatures. That is, we discuss the methods available to find the properties of the QCD 
medium in thermal equilibrium and of particles propagating through it in the hadronic and 
in the quark-gluon phase. Several well-written and much more complete reviews exist in 
this area [1-3].
When the temperature is low, the system consists predominantly of pions. Chiral 
perturbation theory is eminently suitable to evaluate all the physical properties of the
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system. As the temperature is increased, the interaction among the pions become strong and 
heavier hadronic degrees of freedom are excited. At some point a phase transition 
presumably takes place giving rise to the quark-gluon plasma. There is no analytic method 
based directly on QCD theory to discuss this transition region. When the temperature is 
high enough, the quark-gluon interaction becomes weak so that the usual perturbation 
expansion is expected to be valid. However, this naive expectation is not realised: whqi the 
external momenta are small compared to the temperature, loop contributions are of the 
same order as the tree level contributions. A resummation is thus needed to restore the 
validity of the perturbation expansion.
In Section 2 we discuss the basic ideas of thermal field theory and bring out its 
similarity with the conventional (zero temperature) field theory. In Section 3 the path 
integral formalism is obtained which gives rise to the real and the imaginary time versions. 
An application of the real time formalism to the thermal state in the early universe is also 
included here. In Section 4 we describe the resummation procedure at high temperature. In 
Section'5 we briefly introduce the elements of the chiral perturbation theory and discuss the 
results of the quark and the gluon condensates it predicts at low temperature. We conclude 
in Section 6.
2. Basic ideas
Conventional (zero temperature) quantum field theory describes the interaction of a few 
fundamental particles in the vacuum. Thermal field theory extends it to describe (he 
interactions in a statistical system in thermal equilibrium. (We do not discuss non- 
equilibrium conditions in this review, except for a Special type of non-equilibrium 
appropriate to the early universe.)
Despite apparent differences, the conventional and the thermal field theories can be 
developed in close parallels. This is because the Boltzmann weight factor, becomes 
the time evolution operator in quantum mechanics on identifying the inverse temperature 0, 
with the imaginary time, +it. It is the choice of the time path which distinguishes the 
different formulations of the thermal theory as well as the conventional one.
The basic quantities are the thermal averages of operators. Thus for an operator A 
we have
< A > =Tr(e-W A)/Z ,  (2.1)
where the Tr (ace) is to be evaluated over a complete set of states of the system and Z is the 
partition function, Z = Tr e'P*. For an operator in the Heisenberg representation, we have, 
suppressing the space dependence,
e ,Hl' A(t)e~iHl' = A(f + r'), 
ePHA(t)e-f>H =A(t-iP).so that (2.2)
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Consider now the thermal average of the product of two operators A and B,
<A(f)B(f')> = Z-> T r(e -*M (O B (f'))
= Z - '  T r(* -*»** '«»')«-*' A{t))
= (fl(/'-ij8M (0). (2.3)
where we have used the cyclicity of the trace in the second line and eq. (2.2) in the third 
line. This equation, expressing thermal equilibrium condition, is called the Kubo-Martin- 
Schwinger (KMS) condition.
A correlation function like (2.3) is not defined everywhere in the complex time 
plane. To see this, evaluate the trace over a complete set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, 
H\En) = En \En ) and then insert the same complete set between the operators to extract 
their time dependence,
( A ( t ) B ( t ')) = Z-1 (m|A(r)fl(r')|m)
m
The finiteness of the individual terms for Ek —> «> define the strip of analyticity,
- P  Z  Im (f-r ')  < 0. (2.4)
Now consider the time ordered thermal propagator for a real scalar field of mass m,
• { T c<Kx)4>(x')) = 9 c (t-t'){<Hx)<Hx')) + 9 c (<l>(x')<Hx)) (2.5)
or, Dfi( x - x ’) = 9 c ( t - t ’) D * ( x - x ' )  + 9c ( t ' - t ) D ^ ( x - x ' ) .  (2.6)
Here 0e generalises the usual 0-function to an oriented contour. The KMS condition (2.3) 
applied to the thermal propagator becomes
D-f i ( t - t ' , x - x ' )  = D ; ( t - t ’ - i p , x - x ' ) .  (2.7)
For imaginary times the same condition shows that the euclidean propagator can be 
continued outside the interval (0, p )  as a periodic function of euclidean time.
Note that the thermal propagator satisfies the same differential equation as the 
one at T * 0,
(p -" i2)£/>(*-*'>  K * * ( * -* ' ) -  <2-8)
It is only in the boundary condition that the thermal propagator differs from the 7  s  0 
propagator. The fact that the thermal propagator satisfies the same differential equation 
as at 7  k 0 implies that the short distance singularities of the propagator is the same as at 
7 s  0. Thus the same renormalization counterterms, needed to remove the ultraviolet 




3. Path integral formulation
Let | 0(x), t)  be the basis ket in the Heisenberg picture, being the eigenstate of the field 
operator 0(x, t) with eigenvalue 0 (r),
The Feynman functional formula giving the transition amplitude in going from 0|(r) at time 
fi to 0*(r) at time t2 is
where L is the Lagrangian. To arrive at the partition function, we let i ( t 2 - t \ ) = fi and 
set t\ = -7, where 7 is arbitrary at the moment [4], The trace operation requires J [d(f] to go 
over all periodic paths, 0 (-7, or) = 0 (-7  - t/3, x) and to integrate the resulting expression 
over the end values of the field. We then get formally the functional representation for 
the partition function as
Note that we have not yet specified the path of integration over time connecting the end 
points - 7  and - 7 -  ifi. In principle it can be any path as long as it is within the analyticity 
strip and slopping downward. The so-called imaginary and the real time formalisms result 
from two convenient choices of the time path.
Imaginary time formalism :
It results from choosing the contour along the imaginary axis in the complex time plane 
from 0 to - i f i (see Figure la). Setting t = - it, (3.2) becomes
0(X, f)| 0(X), t)  = 0(x)| 0(jt), t).
The basis kets evolve in time as




Being periodic in T, t) admits a fourier expansion in T,
(3.4)
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. The lime contours (a) and (b) for the imaginary and Ihe real time formalism
respectively.
Now the free action in (3.3) may be worked out to get the propagator [4]. Alternatively 
recall that the propagator is a periodic function in T of period 0, so that it has the 
Fourier series,
C(jc- x ' , t - t ' ) =  I  <*-*>+ *.<f-O G (* ,« 11). (3.5)
Noting that
S ( T - T ' ) =  j £ e i a ' , r - r '
P  ^  J  ( 2 / t ) 3
.  ( r -  t ' )
eq. (2.8) gives
C(k, eon)
<vl + * 2 +m2
(3.6)
It is clear that the Feynman rules in the imaginary time formalism are the same as in 
the conventional field theory with the replacements,
i(2n)* « « ( £ * )
Real time formalism:
If one is interested in Green's functions with real time arguments, the imaginary time 
formalism is not convenient, as it has to go through a non-uivial process of analytic
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continuation. It is then useful to have the time integration over a path including the real 
axis [5]. The propagator with such a time path can be obtained by solving (2.8) subject to 
the KMS boundary condition (2.7), we found earlier in the operator formalism. (It can also 
be obtained in the path integral formalism.)
Introduce the spatial Fourier transform,
D „ ( x - x'')  =  f  e *  ( r ,  r ' ; * ) •
where the parameter r runs on the time contour. Now Dp satisfies,
-  a>l jzJ jfr ,  r ';* )  = 6(t - t '), a ]  = k 2 + m2.
The most general solution is obtained by adding homogeneous solutions to any 
particular solution, which we take to be the (zero temperature) solution with Feynman 
boundary condition,
b p  ( T. t '; k ) =  -  { e <T~ 'r'>6 C ( T-  t ' )  +  e ’«* <*'t-) 6 r ( r ' -  T)
+  5, e -.<ut ( T - r ' )  +  B i e , a  i ( r - r ' )  J
The KMS condition (2.7) now gives 
1




D, < r .T ' ; Jfc)= - 2 S r ( { ® c ( t - 0  + a } « - * ,T- T'’
+ {et (T '-T) (3.7)
A contour which gives rise to a symmetrical propagator is shown in Figure lb. 
It starts at - 7 and runs along the real axis to +7 (segment Cj), drops vertically from +7 to 
+ 7 -  ifi/2 (segment C3), returns parallel to the real axis to -7  -  ifi/2 (segment C 2) and 
finally again drops vertically to -7  -  segment C4). It can be shown that as 7 -» the 
generating functional factorises into a contribution from Cj and C2 and a contribution from 
C3 and C4. Thus for the computation of the real time Green’s function, the functional 
integral involving C3 and Q behaves like a multiplicative constant and may be dropped.
In momentum space the elements of the 2 ® 2 matrix propagator can be easily 
obtained from (3.7)
D 0(*)„  = D»t (k)22 = D(k) + lm ( o ) k )d(k2 - m 2 ), (38)
£>0(*)l2 = D P (k )2, = l m ( w k )el>a,‘ l26 (k2 - m 2 ),
where n (Cty) is the Bose distribution function, n(mk) = ( e ^ 1 -  I ) '1 and D(k) is the zero 
temperature Feynman propagator, D(k) = i f ( k 2 - m 2 + ie).
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Although the propagator has now a matrix structure, the topological and the 
combinatorial structures are the same as in the zero temperature theory. The matrix 
structure, arising out of the two segments C| and C2 in the time path, may be interpreted as 
due to a doubling of the degrees of freedom : the field of type 1 living on the segment Cj 
and the field of type 2 on the segment C2, the 'thermal ghost’ field. There is no direct 
coupling between the two types of fields and the Feynman rules for the two kinds of 
vertices differ by a minus sign.
Of course, we are interested only in Green’s functions of type 1 fields, but the 
perturbation expansion brings in type 2 vertices along with the type 1 vertices. If we use 
only the type 1 vertices, pathological terms appear. But the contributions of type 2 vertices
Figure 2. The double loop diagrams in the two point function for (a) the 
physical and (b) the ghost vertex
just cancels these terms. As an example, consider the two 2-loop diagrams of Figure 2. The 
contributions of these two diagrams separately are,
22 f a * i r
F- =
3 2 f 4 / f A L
Fh “ ' T J  (^ T)" •
where the propagators are multiplied with the matrix T, which is diagonal with elements 
1 and -1. It takes into account the sign change at the type 2 (ghost) vertex. Each of the 
above expressions has a pathological term -  (£(42 -  m2)) . However the two terms can 
be added to give
F“ +F» = <3-9>
It is helpful to use the so-called mass derivative formula [6]
n \
to write (3.9) as
F.t +




Non-equilibrium in early universe :
Though a discussion of the thermal r ^-equilibrium situation is outside the scope of this 
review, we nevertheless wish to point out an application of the real time formalism to a kind 
of non-equilibrium, which presumably took place in the early universe.
In the expanding universe there is no strict definition of thermal equilibrium. 
However, operationally, an equilibrium condition ia reached around a time Iq, say, when the 
collision rate of the particles far exceeds the expansion rate of the universe. Then the 
density matrix is given by
e -PoH(i0)
« » » > -  .. ..................... * - « ' • >
In the Heisenberg representation the density matrix is constant (even if the Hamiltonian has 
explicit time dependence, as is the case here). Thus the thermal average of an operator 0  
continues to be given at later times by the expression
(0 (f))  =T rp(/0 )O(l) (3.12)
even if the system ceases to be in thermal equilibrium.
Let us describe the matter in the early universe by a single real scalar field. The 
action for the matter field in an external gravitational field is given by
S -  ) .  (3.13)
where the mass MT includes the thermal contribution. In the standard cosmology the metric 
is taken to be homogeneous, isotropic and spatially flat,
ds2 = d t2 -  a(t)2 d x2.
In the path integral formulation, the factor *-0ow<'o> is represented as a functional 
integral involving the Euclidean action associated with H (to). The time evolution of the 
field 0 (x, r), on the other hand, is analysed in terms of a minkowskian path integral 
involving the action (3.13). To evaluate a quantity like (3.12), the two types of functional 
integrals need be glued together. One thus gets the time path of Figure 3, as proposed 
originally by Semenoff and Weiss [7].
The propagator now becomes a 3 ® 3 matrix satisfying
where
K0Gflk(x, t , i ' )  =
K i  =  - A T .
(3.14)
and Q)2 ( /)  =  - a ~2 (r)V 2 + M 2 (r), w 0 =  Q)(t0 ).The boundary conditions to be imposed ait 
obtained by matching the components of at the meeting points of the three segments.
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The resulting propagator will have additional short distance singularities 
compared to the zero temperature propagator, due to the fact that the density matrix 
is specified sharply at t * r0. They are similar to those at zero temperature in the 
case of a background geometry for which the derivative of the scale factor a{t) 
changes abruptly at t = f0. This additional singularity makes the field theory non- 
renormalizable.
This problem may be avoided [8], if we thermalise the system at a time prior to 
r0 in a fictitious, static background and ihen follow the dynamical evolution of the 
Greens function as the fictitious geometry smoothly goes over to the geometry of 
interest. Below we first assume such a deformed geometry and then assess its effect on 
the propagator.
The plane wave decomposition of the propagator may be written as
Figure 3. The lime contour for problems in the early universe
(3.15)
We first write the Minkowski space mode function.
(3.16)
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with the boundary conditions / ±(/0) = ,. / ±( ^) = They are then extended to 
functions defined on the complex contour by
/*(*). fl = l,2
e ±t0^ , a = 3
It is now simple to write the propagator on the complex contour as 
G(k,T,T ')  = {0r(T -r ')  + f l} /+( r ) / - ( r ' )
+ {0c (r , - r )  + f l } / - ( r ) /  + (r') (3.17)
with B = -  I)-1. Note the remarkable similarity of this propagator with the flat-space
propagator in (3.7). The density function refers only to the time f0 It can now be easily cast 
in the form of a 3 <8> 3 matrix.
Coming back to the question of using the deformed scale factor, we note that it 
cannot affect the mode functions significantly as long as
. a2 a
» — , - ,  at r - f 0, (3.18)
cr a
which for M -  #7, gives
*7» - •  (3.19)
a
This condition should be compared with the condition for maintaining the thermal 
equilibrium in the expanding universe. The collision rate -  gAT, while the expansion rate 
-  a l a . Thus thermal equilibrium requires.
a
(3.20)
Thus once condition (3.20) is satisfied, (3.19) is automatically satisfied.
The reader may recall the "infrared problem", encountered in setting up quantum 
field theory on curved space-lime. If the momentum kta and Mj(t) are so small that 
the curvature term dominates in eq. (3.16) for the mode function, we cannot define 
them to belong to positive and negative frequencies. The resulting field theory appears 
ambiguous.
The present formulation of the quantum field theory in the cosmological context 
avoids this ambiguity. It is, of course, essential that the evolution passes through a phase 
where the condition (3.18) holds, i.e. , the effective mass is large enough compared to the 
expansion rate. It ensures the existence of positive and negative fcqucncy mode functions 
around the time t{). Later on. the scale factor and the mass may well develop in such a way 
that the expansion rate exceeds the mass. But once the system is in a thermal slate at t0. ns 
evolution can be traced on the basis of the thermal propagator, irrespective of whethci oi 
not the condition (3.18) continues to hold.
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4. Resummation at high temperature
At high enough temperature the QCD medium dissociates into quarks and gluons with 
simultaneous weakening of the strong interaction, so that the ordinary perturbation 
expansion is expected to hold. However, this expectation is naive : Loop corrections tend to 
be as large as the tree level contributions at high temperature. Indeed, it is this breakdown 
of perturbation expansion which constitutes the earliest example of application of thermal 
field theory to particle physics, viz, the restoration of symmetry at finite temperature 
[9-111. The gauge symmetry breaking at zero temperature by the Higgs potential is restored 
at high temperature when the tree level (tachyonic) mass of the Higgs field is compensated 
by its loop correction.
This situation in thermal field theory calls for a resummation and a consequent 
reformulation of the perturbative expansion. Although loop corrections were included 
earlier in the propagators by several authors [12], the systematic approach to the problem is 
due to Braaten and Pisarski [13].
Consider a field theory at high temperature, when the bare masses of the particles are 
negligible compared to the temperature. Then one has natural momentum scales 7, gT and 
so on, where g is the (small) coupling constant. Restricting to one loop diagrams, we have 
two scales to consider: the hard, of order 7 and the soft, of order gT. A momentum is called 
hard, if the magnitude of any of its components is of order 7; it is called soft, if the 
magnitudes of all its components are of order gT. The resummation is needed only for 
amplitudes with soft external momenta. One finds that the contribution of one-loop 
diagrams to such amplitudes, which are of the order of the tree graphs, arise from hard 
internal momenta. The dominance of these so-called hard thermal loops (HTL) is 
understood by recalling that the temperature in the density distribution provides the cut-off 
tor the otherwise divergent momentum integrals. In addition, the Landau singularities also 
contribute to the enhancements.
Although the non-abelian gauge theories present all the aspects of the resummation 
programme, the basic ideas can be illustrated by a consideration of the scalar field theory 
1141, to which we now turn.
Scalar field theory:
Consider the field theory of a single massless scalar field,
Let us examine the one-loop contributions to different n-point functions. The self energy to 
one loop is given by the tadpole diagram, Figure 4a. Subtracting off the zero temperature





Summing over the series of one particle reducible tadpole diagrams, we gel the effective 
propagator to one loop,
*D(k) =
I
k2 + 6 I (4.3)
Thus if the momentum k^ is hard, the effective propagator is, to a good approximation, the 
same as the bare one. On the other hand, if kH is soft, the loop correction is as large as the 
hare inverse propagator.
oo (i»>





(.0 00  (<■) (di
Figure 5. The tour point in (a) tree level and (h), (c) and (d) at one loop
Next consider the diagrams for the 4-poini lunclion in Figure 5. The hare vertex is 
t,, : . The contribution of the other three diagrams are similar. To illustrate the nature ol the 
contribution expected, consider Figure 5b Let p = p\ + p2 -  p\ + p* Then the diagram 
conn ihutes as
, f t/V I r
r A(p) = £»4 ------- ---------- (1+/ / .+«,
* 3 (2/n' 2E. 2£ , 11 ' I’d ~ Ei -  Ei Pu + Ei + E: I
-(//| - f h  )
1 1 "l--------------------  + --------------------
/>i. -  /T, +  E: p0 +  £, -  E: )
(44 )
where £, = I k I, £\ = I p -  k I and n l and n, arc the corresponding Bose densities. The 
retarded amplitude is given by replacing p{) by p{] + /£. Consider now /?„ > 0. At T = 0. the 
absorptive part (given by I in the factor ( I + ti\ +n2)) corresponds to both the internal lines 
ha\ mg positive energies. But lor 7 >  0, there arise additional contributions corresponding to 
one o f the lines having positive and the other negative energy. It represents Landau 
damping, where one particle is absorbed from the heal bath and the other emitted into u 
The Landau terms have discontinuities below the light cone, while the non-Landau leims 
give rise to the usual discontinuity above the physical threshold.
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W e now evaluate the contribution of (4.4) fo j soft external momentum p^ . The 
T =  0 contribution, after renormalization, is proportional to g4 In (p2/ / / 2), where p is the 
renormalisation scale. It is ~(g2 In g) compared to the bare vertex.
The other terms in (4.4) involve the density function n{k). It is easy to estimate these 
terms lor soft loop momentum k , for which n{k) ~T/k. W ith the internal and external 
momenta both soft, the only scale is gT, so that the integral is g4n{k) ~g}. It is thus 
suppressed by a power of g compared to the bare vertex.
The remaining domain of integration is over the hard internal momenta. When p is 
soft and k hard,
£ | =  \k\, Ei =  \ p - k \  -  | * |  -  |p|cos0,
Po ± (£ |  +E2) -  ± 2\k[ pQ ± (£, -  E2 ) -  Pq ± |p|cos0,
Ip | cos 0
n\ -  n2 ~ I. n | - n 2  ------ - — niO + "i ).
Then the Landau terms contribute as g4, while the non-Landau terms given ~g4 In ( T/p). 
where p is the soft momentum. So the contribution of the H TL is also ~g2 In g compared to 
the bare vertex.
It is important here to notice that though the Landau terms have energy 
denominators larger by a factor of 1 /g with respect to the those in non-Landau terms, the 
former could not dominate because of (/i| -  n2) ~ p/T, The sitoation will be different for the 
QCD theory, where the fermion density function is -  I for hard internal momenta.
Similar analysis shows that the corrections to all higher point vertex functions are 
small compared to the their tree level contributions. Thus in the scalar theory the only H T L  
is in the two point function.
Having obtained the effective propagator, we can now construct the effective 
perturbation expansion to replace the naive one. Rewrite the Lagrangian (4 .1) as




The effective expansion is obtained by constructing the usual perturbation expansion with 
L(h which is the same as the earlier bare one except for the thermal mass term in the 
propagator. The counlerterm 5L is a reminder to avoid double counting, i.e., to exclude the 
contribution of the hard internal momenta in loops appearing in the propagator with solt
momenta.
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As an example o f the effective perturbation expansion, we calculate the leading 
correction to the effective self-energy to one loop. It is just the same tadpole diagram with 
the hare propagator replaced hy the effective propagator (Figure 4h),
« I + *  X = \ g 2 \
d 'k  I 
(2x) '  2E
2/i (f), .
£  = V *2 + n , j (4.6)
where again the /.cro temperature contribution has been subtracted off. For small values of 
w /T, it can be evaluated as
<51 + T  = m72 | l  -  + ••■j. (4.7)
Since the counlcrtcrm subtracts o ff the hard thermal loop (s  <5£), we arc left with soli 
internal momenta k ~ gT in cq. (4.6), lor which n(k) -  Tfk as we noticed already. Over such 





which is the origin of the second term in (4.7). (In the integration region over the hard 
internal momenta, (4 6) has also a correction along with H TL. But it is -g2 with respect to 
the latter )
Hot QCD theory :
The existence of hard thermal loops in Q CD theory may be investigated essentially in the 
same way as we did lor the scalar field theory Here the source of complication lies in the 
I act that, unlike the ease lor the scalar theory where H T L  exists only in the two-point 
function, all N-point functions ol gluons and all (N-2)-point function of gluons and a quark 
pair have hard thermal loops.
Let us illustrate the resummalion programme for Q C D  by discussing the gluon 
damping fate in a schematic way 115 1. Dropping the colour and the space-lime indices, 
the hare gluon propagator and the bare three- and the lour-glucm vertices arc 
sviiHen respectively as Aip), gT* and g2r±, where the momentum dependence of the 
vertices arc also omitted. The corresponding effective quantities arc written as ‘A  g T i 
and g2 T1.
‘MP)= , ' *r„ = r„ + sr„, * = 3.4 (4.8)
p - + o n
w h e re  <5/7 a n d  dr„ a rc  th e  c o n t r ib u t io n s  o f  th e  h a rd  th e rm a l  lo o p s  in th e  g lu o n  s e lf-e n e rg y  
a n d  th e  v e r t ic e s  r e s p e c t iv e ly .
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T h e  e f fe c tiv e  e x p a n s io n  fo r ihc g lu o n  se lf-en e rg y  10 o n e  lo o p  can  he w ritten  
sch em a tica lly  as
*/7(p) = # I p 4 * .T ,.'4 .T ,.M  + K-Jf/ 4 * .T 4.\4
+ co n trib u tio n s  o f the co u n ic rtc rm s, (4 .9 )
w h ere  the  first tw o  te rm s co rresp o n d  to the d iag ram s o f  F igu re  6. T h e  zero  o f  the inverse  
g luon  p ro p a g a to r is g iven  by
to2 - p 2 - 6 n - T l ( E , p )  = 0, <5/7(E, 0) s  mK ~ tf7\ (4.10)
so  that the  g lu o n  d am p in g  rale  at zero  m om en tum  is g iven  to low est o rd e r in ,eby
y(0) = ,  1 ■ lm*n(£. 0). (4.11)
W e now  e s tim a te  the  o rd e r o f  m agn itude  o f  the c o n trib u tio n s  to * /7 c o m in g  from  the so ft 
and  the  ha rd  in te rn a l m o m en tum  reg ions . In the fo llow ing  we d en o te  a loop  co rec lio n  as 
0 (K h). if  it is o f  o rd e r g1 w ith respect to the co rresp o n d in g  tree  am plitude .
Flgutt 6. Effective expansion of Ihe gluon self-energy io one loop
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Lei us first show  that the in tegration  over hard m om entum  in (4 .9) does not give 
any co n trib u tio n  to y (0 ) .  It g iv es 0 (1 )  co n trib u tio n  but the resum m alion  p rogram m e 
is just d e sig n ed  to cancel it w ith  co u n te rte rm s. B ut th is reg ion  a lso  g ive term s 0 (# ),
0(,i*2). . . . . . w h ich  w ere neg lected  in a rriv in g  at the H T L  co n trib u tio n . H o w ev er they
c an n o t c o n tr ib u te  to  the d isc o n tin u ity  in (4 .1 1 ) for k in em atica l reaso n s. W hen the 
in te rnal lines are  put on m ass she ll, bo th  lines w ill be hard . So the d isc o n tin u itie s  
are  e ith e r  o f  the L andau  d am p in g  type  in the  un p h y sica l reg ion  or far ab o v e  the 
threshold .
W e are  then left w ith soft loop m om enta. W ith internal and external m om enta  both 
soft, the e ffec tive  p ropagators and the vertices are o f  the sam e order as the bare ones. A lso 
the only  m ass scale in the in tegral is gT. T hus if the ou tside factors o f  g and the density  
functions arc rem oved , the rem ain ing  integral -(gT)2. H ence for soft m om enta, the integral 
m ust be -g2n(E) (gT)2 ~g*P. T hus w ith mR - gT, we get from  eq. ( 4 .1 1), y (0 )  ~g2T. 
N o n triv ia l loop  ca lcu la tio n s  in v o lv in g  e ffec tiv e  p ro p ag ato rs  a re  req u ired  to find the 
constan t o f  p roportiona lity  f 15].
5. Chiral perturbation theory at low temperature
C hiral pertu rbation  theory (^ P T ) [16], so successful in analysing the low energy structure o f 
the  Q C D  th eo ry , can  n a tu ra lly  be e x ten d ed  to fin ite  tem p e ra tu re  to d e sc r ib e  the 
therm odynam ic  and o ther therm al properties o f  the theory.
Let us first briefly  recall the basis o f  ;^PT. C onsider only the H.and the d quarks. Tfl a 
good  ap p ro x im a tio n , they m ay be taken  to be m assless. T hen  the Q C D  Lagrangian 
becom es,
w here q(x) has tw o  co m p o n en ts  in flav o u r space  and A^ (x) is the co lo u r S£/(3)-m atrix 
valued gauge potential. It is invariant under independent isospin transform ations o f the left- 
handed and the righ t-handed  quark  fields,
It is g e n e ra lly  b e liev ed  th a t th is ch ira l sy m m etry  is sp o n ta n eo u s ly  b roken  dow n to 
S(J(2)v by the  g ro u n d  s ta te  o f  the theo ry  h av in g  a q u ark  c o n d en sa te . It g ives rise 
to 3 m assless , p se u d o sc a la r G o ld sto n e  b osons , to be id en tified  w ith  the  p ion  triplet. 
T h is  sy m m etry  is again  b ro k en  ex p lic itly  by the q u a rk  m ass term , w hich  g ives pion 
its m ass.
It can  be show n  th a t the  ab o v e  tran s fo rm a tio n  law  fo r the  q u a rk s  induce the 
transfo rm ation  law.
(5.1)
q L - L ^ V Lq L, geSU(2)L ®SU(2)R. (5.2)
U(x) -> VRU(x)V (5.3)
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on th e  m a trix  U(x) o f  th e  p io n  fie ld s 0, U{x) =  e' * - w h e r e  F c an  be id en tif ie d  w ith  the 
va lu e  o t th e  p io n  d ecay  c o n stan t in the ch ira l lim it. T h u s a lth o u g h  U(x) tran sfo rm s lin ea rly , 
0 ( a ) tran s fo rm s  n o n -lin early .
It is n o w  e a s y  to  c o n s tru c t  th e  e f f e c tiv e  L a g ra n g ia n  in v a r ia n t  u n d e r  th e  
tran s fo rm a tio n  law  (5 .3 ). T h e re  can n o t be any  term  w ith o u t d e r iv a tiv e s . T h e  p ie c e s  in the  
L ag ran g ian  can  be o rd e red  acco rd in g  to the  n u m b er o f  d e riv a tiv e s ,
+  (5 .4 )
T h e  lo w est o rd e r  term  is the  one  w ith  tw o  d e riv a tiv e s,
-f ' 2' = -^ -T r(d „  (/<?"(/). (5.5)
C h ira l sy m m etry  is b ro k en  by term s in ^ efl w h ich  co n ta in  the (d iag o n a l)  m ass m artix  o f  u 
and d q u a rk s . T o  low est o rd e r
■&M =  +  (5 .6 )
w h e re  B is g iv en  by M l  = {ma + B y ^ P T  o n e  re fe rs  to  th e  e ffec tiv e  fie ld  th eo ry  
c o n s tru c te d  w ith  th is  e f fe c tiv e  L ag ra n g ia n , w h ich  c o m b in e s  the  e x p an s io n  in p o w e rs  o f  
m o m en ta  w ith  ex p an s io n  in p o w ers  o f  m„ and  m(/.
A s a lre ad y  p o in te d  o u t in Sec . 3, the  p a rtitio n  fu n c tio n  can  be c o n v e rted  to  a pa th  
in te g ra l  fo rm u la , le a v in g  th e  tim e  c o n to u r  fre e  to c h o o se . T o  c o m p u te  th e  s ta tic  
th e rm o d y n am ic  p ro p e rtie s  it is c o n v en ien t to  u se  the im ag in ary  lim e  fo rm alism . W ith  the  
e ffec tiv e  ch ira l L ag ran g ian  (5 .4 -6 ) , w e get
Z= . (5 .7 )
ihc p a th  in te g ra tio n  e x te n d in g  o v e r  all p ion  fie ld  c o n fig u ra tio n s  w h ich  a re  p e rio d ic  in the 
e u c lid ean  tim e  d irec tio n , U{x, x4 + ft) = U(x, jc4).
T h e  p a rtitio n  fu n c tio n  has been ev a lu a ted  to 3 loops in ^ P T  by G e rb e r  and  L eu tw y ler 
117]. T h ey  carry  o u t the en tire  c a lcu la tio n  in co n fig u ra tio n  space, w h ere  the  p ion  p ro p ag ato r 
can be w ritten  as
C ( ) =  ^ M x , x 4 +np),
w here A(x) is  th e  e u c lid ea n  p ro p ag a to r at zero  tem p era tu re .
F o r  m ass le s s  q u a rk s  th e  p re ssu re  h as b een  c a lcu la te d  to  g ive
p = i o n2TA (’ + ln /r) +0(T6))  (58)
w here Ap -  2 75  M e V . T h e  le a d in g  (o n e -lo o p ) c o n tr ib u tio n  is  th e  fam ilia r  B o se  gas term . 
The tw o - lo o p  c o n tr ib u tio n  is  zero , as the  Kit sc a tte r in g  am p litu d e  v an ish es  in  th e  fo rw ard
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direction, on account of the Adler zero. We refer to the original papers [17] for the details 
of the calculation. Below we only discuss the results for the quark and the gluon*
condensates.
To get the quark condensate we have to perturb the chiral Hamiltonian H qCD by the 
quark mass term
where the volume V goes to infinity at the end. Since In Z = -  PV(€q -P ), where and P 
are the vacuum energy density and the pressure respectively, we get
Thus it is necessary to work out the pressure up to the term linear in the quark mass. One
obtains finally [17]
where Atf = 470 MeV.
The temperature dependence of the gluon condensate can also be determined [18]. 
The trace anomaly reads as
being the number of quark flavours. To normalise 0£ such that it is zero in vacuum, 
we write
(5.9)
where m is the quark mass. We get
(5.10)
(5.11)
{qq ) = { 0 |« |0 )(
* =  T 1 /8 F J ,
ln( ^ , / T ) +
(5.12)
©£ = - G J + (o| g j |o)
giving (5.14)
The thermal average of 0£  can be related to pressure
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on using the thermodynamic relation
Inserting the chiral perturbation theory value forP, we get
(5.15)
The series (5.12) and (5.15) for the two condensates in powers of (T!F) must be treated as 
asymptotic [19]. Any non-Goldstone particle of mass M gives a contribution of ~e-mrr> 
which does not show up at any finite order. Though negligible below T -  140 MeV, such 
contributions grow rapidly with further increase of temperature.
Corrections from non-zero quark masses and contributions from more massive states 
have been included in the formula for the quark condensate. Even then its validity is 
expected up to T - 150 MeV, as beyond this temperature the interaction of massive states 
with the pions and among themselves become significant. HoweVer since the condensate 
falls off rapidly at the upper end of this range, it is meaningful to make an estimate for the 
critical temperature from the corrected formula, which gives Tt = 190 MeV.
Although the gluon condensate also melts with growing temperature, the melting 
takes place much more slowly than in the case of the quark condensate. The difference may 
be traced to the fact that while qq transforms in a nontrivial manner under chiral 
transformations, and are chiral singlets. The gluon condensate is a parameter
associated with non-perturbative scale breaking effects and does not represent an order 
parameter.
& Conclusion
We began by reviewing the path integral formulation of the perturbation theory at finite 
temperature. The discussion concerned only the thermal equilibrium, except for the special 
non-equilibrium situation which is relevant in the context of the early universe. Then we 
explained, in the simpler context of theory, the necessity of resummation of the 
perturbation series to restore its validity at high temperature. As an example in QCD theory, 
we sketched the calculation of*the gluon damping rate.
We must add that the subject of resummation at high temperature is far from being 
closed. As already pointed out by Braaten and Pisarski [13]. there appear collinear 
divergences when the external particles are on the mass shell or massless. This fact and the 
absence of magnetic mass generation in perturbation theory give rise to a number of 
problems, which are actively persued at present.
At low temperature in the hadronic phase, the QCD theory as such is very 
complicated and is replaced by its symmetries as embodied in >(jPT. Here we discussed 
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mainly the results it gives for the quark and the gluon condensates. Among the numerous 
applications of £PT at finite temperature, we mention the calculation of the effective 
masses of hadrons [20].
Not covered in this review is the method of QCD sum rules at finite temperature 
[21]. Is has the potential to provide substantial information on the thermal properties of 
QCD theory. Unfortunately all the works done so far with these sum rules are incomplete 
and hence unreliable in that not all the operators of leading dimension, which appears 
in the operator product expansion of the two point functions [22], are included in the 
sum rules.
Clearly none of the methods are adequate to analyse the intermediate region of 
temperature, where the QCD medium is supposed to undergo a phase transition. The 
appropriate method here is the numerial analysis on the lattice, which again is not discussed 
in this review.
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